Fighter Contract
Enter into between:

Iowa Division of Labor
Athletic Commission
150 Des Moines Street
Des Moines, IA 50309-1836
Phone: 515-745-2632
Fax: 515-281-7995
athletics@iwd.iowa.gov
athletic.iowa.gov

Event date

Male

AND
Name of Promotion (hereinafter referred to as “Promoter”)

The contest shall be held under the auspices of the Promoter

Event location

Fighter
.

Fighter’s full legal name (hereinafter referred to as “Fighter”)

Fighter’s DOB

Fighter’s opponent’s name
Weight class

Corner #1 name

Fighter’s license #

Corner #2 name

Female

The Fighter agrees:
1. To enter into a contest with the above named fighter in
rounds x
mn/round.
2. Not to exceed the weight of
lbs.
3. To timely appear for the weigh-in, physical exam, fighter meeting and event at the above specified times.
4. That he/she is not suspended in any jurisdiction on BoxRec or MMAReg.
5. Not to participate in any other combat sport (MMA, boxing, kickboxing), exhibitions or fighting contests of any
nature prior to the date of this bout.
6. Breaking this signed contract will result in a minimum of a 60 day suspension.
7. To be responsible for corner’s actions – misconduct may result in fighter suspension.
The Promoter agrees to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pay the Fighter $
after services are rendered.
File this contract with the Iowa Athletic Commission.
Provide a free pre and post bout physical examination by an approved ringside physician the day of the event.
Be licensed by the Iowa Athletic Commission to conduct the above event on the specified date herein.
Provide
hotel or motel rooms for
nights.
Provide travel by Combatant’s own ground transportation of $
for travel by Fighter’s own
ground transportation.
7. Provide
round-trip economy class airline ticket(s) from
to
in the
amount of $
. Including transportation to and from airport/hotel/event.

All parties agree that the Fighters shall be governed by the laws, rules and regulations of the IAC found at
athletic.iowa.gov, failure to do so may result in sanctions including suspension and payment to fighter may
be null and void. Iowa does not license corners; fighter will be held accountable for corner’s behavior and
could result in suspension of the fighter.
I certify that the information on this form and attachments (if any) is true and accurate to the best of my
knowledge.
The parties have entered this agreement on this

Signature of Fighter

day of

Name of Promoter or Representative

Check if there is any addendum to this Contract & attach addendum

, 20

.

Signature of Promoter or Representative
07.28.2021
300-005

